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About This Game

Zombies rise again at the dawn of Apocalypse! In this companion to the smash-hit Zombie Exodus, can you survive the first few
days of the zombie outbreak as the dead rise, society collapses, and the living struggle to survive?

Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven is a series of thrilling interactive survival-horror novels by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based—without animation or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Customize a character using a variety of professions, backgrounds, special challenges, and skills to survive in a brutal and
chaotic city as the Zeta virus spreads. Will you be an honorable soldier, searching through neighborhoods to aid survivors? Or
will you be a ruthless bandit who loots and robs others for needed supplies? How about a paranoid hacker, psychopathic con

artist, pragmatic scientist, or idealistic teenager? Dozens of options allow you to play the character of your choice.

Set in the Zombie Exodus world, the first part of Safe Haven focuses on the first few days of a viral outbreak which changes the
infected into mindless zombies. Explore the changes to society at the start of the pandemic. Board your house, gather supplies,
meet over a dozen other characters, and survive encounters with the living dead and even other survivors. Scavenge numerous

locations, craft items, and use a variety of skills to survive the many challenges of the apocalypse.

Part Two: Out Now!

With three brand new chapters and another 310,000 words, "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven" is now more than than 900,000 in
total! That's more than 72,000 each time you play. Given the number of paths from beginning to end, you can have a unique
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story every time and still never see all there is in "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven!"

The Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven series will continue with future stories in new locations in the coming years.

 Play as male or female, gay, straight, bi, or asexual.

 Nineteen backgrounds/professions including Soldier, Teenager, Professional Wrestler, Bank Robber, and Doctor. Or
create your own custom class.

 Choose your skill levels in eighteen different apocalyptic skills such as Stealth, Ranged Weapons, Scavenging, and
Survival. Level up your skills after each chapter and choose from hobbies to round out your character.

 Select optional challenges for your survivor. Take care of a dependent child or a pet, or deal with a phobia, compulsion,
addiction, or affliction.

 Meet other survivors each with their own personalities, motivations, desires, and flaws. Even form romantic
relationships with those you meet.
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I was extremely hyped for this game when it was announced.

I requested a refund at halftime.

The game is unintuitive and plays like a game still in Beta. The Xbox 360 controller doesn't always work. When it does, the
controls are clunky, there is no season or Grey cup to win. I know it's not a AAA title, but there are some fundamental things
that are missing that sports fans want. I don't expect a full GM mode, but a simple 18 game season would have been nice at
minimum.

I will continue to follow this game's progress and maybe after it's patched or features are added, I will consider another
purchase.. One car "F2004" and the 19,000 RPM screaming V10.. Eh.

This is a fun and cute little game but it just doesn't quite hit the mark.

It's fun for a while but it has major balance issues. I played on the easiest difficulty level and never won a battle, not a single
one.

It's fun and clever and I'm glad I played it. But there just isn't enough there.. A great game to test your mental skills and as it's
said your friendship too. At the end of match you'll definitely want to kill someone "who spoiled everything". Really funny with
friends, relaxing and challenging solo - especially crazy difficulties - it's just CRAZY!
Good music choice - not annoying for me. Funny dancing.
Additional activities (like kicking everyone or foorball) help to distract from minesweeping.
Lack of chat or any communications within the game but it's not a big problem when playing woth friends.
A possibility to kick a player from the game would be nice.. I love the series and the fact that you can get to know the famous
players a bit more and that they had hardships as everyone else and they worked hard so they could be where they are currently.
It's inspiring.

PS: Please make one with DeadFox <3. Repetitive, no real new elements apart water everywhere, Alien Breed 3: Descent
doesn't manage to get as good as the others, as you're always seeing the same rooms over and over. But the end of the first
chapter, the fact that you find Vance and Barnes, how to say it,... or Klein's body make the story good.

In other words, Descent is concluding the trilogy, still in the same ship as the previous game but with a reason for you to fight.
Your friend MIA is prisoner. People around you are dead. No one is surviving apart you.

This game is very very similar to the two previous ones, so, well, I'll copy\/paste parts of them.

The solo campaign is about the main character but you can play three co-op missions as Vance and Barnes with a friend.

The game is seen in 3D isometric, meaning that you have a little time to adapt to the command and the view when you're used to
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3rd person or 1st person game.

I've enjoyed this game but less than the others: the plot turned out to be very sad because his only friend is prisonner and Theo
knows that if he wants to stop this madness, some sacrifices have to be made. However, given the fact that no novelty is there,
apart another new weapon, this game is on the verge to be a boring one.

You still have the PDA - with finding those of the crew ship, without forgetting the maps and the terminals that are shops and
save points.

The HUD is orange, like the title in the header. So, everything (texts on the screen) will be orange too. The game is also told
with cutscenes drawed as comics. And well, orange is also the main color. Impact had blue, Assault had green, Descent will have
orange, kinda indicating that we're going down into the fire.

Alien Breed: Descent is still a nice game. Don't worry, it will conclude perfectly the trilogy. That was a nice ride, don't hesitate..
Fun game but not enough depth. It's better than the average online game about oil mining you'll find and a little deeper than the
mining in Capitalism 2 but overall just not enough on the management side. You're simply yielding a resource and selling it for
the market average, hoping to get a good deal.
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Good timekiller. Most horrible game Ive ever wasted money on. Gameplay and controls are ridiculous
. Just to be honest I am a friend of the developers. I went to his launch party and I have to say this game is very imersive. It
relies on the world for build fear and not just jump scares. This was my first time in VR so I also played a bunch of other games
durring this party and this game has a game feel to it and not a demo or a wave shooter. This game had everyone jumping and
scared. This is a very unique game from what i have tried. Also from this party i am going to have to buy a VIVE.. The lack of
checkpoints is absurd. I enjoy hard games, and playing a hard game can mean tolerating some annoying controls and poor
implementation of certain concepts, but this game takes the cake for that. Levels last far too long without a single checkpoint,
and if you die once, that's it-- redo the level. That would be fine if it weren't for the extremely slow pacing, poor level design,
and general mediocre way the game is set up. All in all, the game is what it says it is-- just another shooter with electronic
music. At least it has honest advertising.. At the begining of this year my life was hell. I had no job, my parents disowned me
and my crack\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wife was about to birth my crack addict baby. Things where ruff and I even
contemplated suicide after I found out I was diagnosed HIV positive. The days turned into nightmares as my mind was riddled
with anxiety in anticipation of the dark days to come. I seeked solice in alcohol and perscription drugs but none of it helped, it
looked like there was nothing that could help me. Then, in the midst of the steam summer sale 2015 I saw a multiplayer game
about people pretending to be planes, a game about people,people who in the face of adversity said ''no: I will not be brought
down by alcohol, drugs and my crack\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wife;I will not succum to societal pressures;I will rise
above what is expected of me AND I WILL pretend to be a plane''. Cult of the wind changed my life. I got a new job, my
parents have accepted me back into the family and my wife and unborn child were assassinated by a hitman. I've been cured of
AIDs and have been discribed as the new Magic Johnson. Cult of the wind can change your life too, just give it a chance. I did
and I've come out of this game a new man.

10\/10 would play again. I'll never buy anything from the convicts at 'Linden (Money Robber) Labs' ever again!. I added the
actual game on my wishlist after playing it's predecessor. This demo made me remove it from there. Worst turnoff ever.. Well
first I play more of the American locomotives so this was a nice change it\u2019s a very interesting locomotive with it\u2019s
controls so it might take some getting use to but overall it\u2019s a great buy for me. If only the Omegalodon was AI controled
you could have fun playing by yourself while waiting for others to join the server.

Fun but not great
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